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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An Employment Lands Review (ELR), conducted in June 2015 by MMM Group Limited (MMM) for the
City of Brockville, identified an urgent need for additional employment land supply, specifically, supply
that can accommodate employment uses on large parcels. The ELR identified certain lands within the
City’s northwest quadrant, designated as Urban Reserve Area in the Official Plan, as the last remaining
developable area in the City that can support an employment area to accommodate large-lot employment
uses (Exhibit i below). As a result, the ELR recommended that a Secondary Plan be prepared to
determine which lands within the northwest quadrant would be appropriate to accommodate large-lot
employment uses. However, the potential supply identified for a new employment area is currently
outside of the City’s Urban Boundary and, as a result, a detailed Secondary Plan must be prepared that
meets the Official Plan’s Comprehensive Review requirements.

Exhibit i - Study Area/Urban Reserve Area on City’s Official Plan Schedule

The purpose of this Report is to present the planning analysis and opinion to support the development of
a Secondary Plan for the study area, and to satisfy the requirements for a Comprehensive Review.
This report reviews the existing conditions within the study area, and provides a summary of the planning
and policy context in the City of Brockville. Supporting studies intended to facilitate the Secondary Plan
for the study area are then summarized. To ensure that the supporting studies were adequately scoped, a
preliminary analysis was undertaken to determine which lands could be suited for employment uses. The
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preliminary analysis of lands within the study area considered, but was not limited to, the following
conditions:


Proximity of existing City services;



Proximity of the City’s existing road network;



Amount of land identified in the Employment Land Review undertaken in Phase 1 of this Project;



Initial identification of constraints based on the Official Plan; and



Proximity of existing sensitive land uses.

The outcome of the analysis served to inform the supporting studies, and to refine the study area
boundary. Studies undertaken in support of the Secondary Plan included the following:


Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)



Financial Impact Assessment



Water, Wastewater & Stormwater Analysis



Traffic Impact Assessment



Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment



Land Use Within 500M of Landfill Site

The results of the supporting studies concluded the following:


Based on the results of the EIS, approximately 36 hectares of land is available that generally
avoids any significant environmental features that need to be conserved, excluding two
intermittent streams and a small number of butternut trees.



The lands outside of the 36 hectares, approximately around the centre of the scoped study area,
have been identified as conservation lands due to the existence of important environmental
features. The significance of having these identified as conservation lands is that they will be
protected for the long term and added to the City’s Natural Heritage System, which allows for the
connection of wildlife corridors and protection of wetlands and woodlands.



The Financial Impact Assessment concluded that due to the proximity of infrastructure, as
identified previously, the amount of revenue that may be generated by bringing new employment
uses online far outweighs the upfront costs that would be incurred by extending municipal water
and sewer services and a roadway to the proposed Employment Area.



Municipal servicing is available adjacent to the scoped study area. Analyses of the existing water,
wastewater, and stormwater systems indicate that there is sufficient capacity to accommodate
employment uses for the long term, without the need to upgrade the City’s systems. To ensure
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there are no impacts on the stormwater systems from a quality and quantity perspective, all
stormwater is to be managed on-site.


Minimal upgrades are necessary to accommodate employment uses in the scoped study area
and the existing transportation network will be utilized. Access will be provided from Stewart
Boulevard, which have the appropriate design configuration and available capacity to
accommodate the additional employment development.



No archaeological resources were found within the scoped study area.



Employment uses within 500M of the closed landfill site were determined to be appropriate.

The results of the supporting studies provided the direction to establish the Secondary Plan Area
boundary. A land use concept, as shown in “Exhibit ii” was then prepared to define how the lands within
the Secondary Plan Area may be considered for employment uses. The concept focuses on maximizing
the development potential for employment area uses, while minimizing the potential for land use conflicts
between existing and future uses.

Exhibit ii - Secondary Plan Concept
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The Secondary Plan concept identifies a gross total of approximately 76 ha for development through five
phases, which may be revised based on demand and individual need.


Phase 1 is approximately 20 ha.



Phase 2 is approximately 16 ha.



Phase 3 is approximately 3.5 ha.



Phase 4 is approximately 24.7 ha.



Phase 5 is approximately 12.5 ha.

As a result of the supporting studies and associated analyses, as well as the preparation of the detailed
Secondary Plan Report, the Comprehensive Review and Secondary Plan requirements identified in the
City’s Official Plan have been met.
To implement the Secondary Plan, an amendment to the City’s Official Plan and Zoning By-law will be
required. If approved, the amendments will continue to be implemented in conjunction with the balance of
the provisions of the Official Plan and Zoning By-law.
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STANDARD LIMITATIONS
This report was prepared by MMM Group Limited (MMM) for the City of Brockville (City) in accordance
with our work agreement. This report is based on information provided to MMM which has not been
independently verified.
The disclosure of any information contained in this report is the sole responsibility of the City. The
material in this report and all information relating to this activity reflect MMM’s judgment in light of the
information available to us at the time of preparation of this report. Any use which a third party makes of
this report, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, are the responsibility of such third
parties. MMM accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by a third party as a result of
decisions made or actions based on this report.
MMM warrants that it performed services hereunder with that degree of care, skill, and diligence normally
provided in the performance of such services in respect of projects of similar nature at the time and place
those services were rendered. MMM disclaims all other warranties, representations, or conditions, either
express or implied, including, without limitation, warranties, representations, or conditions of
merchantability or profitability, or fitness for a particular purpose.
This Standard Limitations statement is considered part of this report.
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1 INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE
The City of Brockville retained MMM Group Limited (MMM) in June 2015 to implement the
recommendations of the City’s Employment Lands Review (ELR). The ELR identified an urgent need for
employment lands, in particular large parcels, in Brockville and recommended that a Secondary Plan be
prepared to determine the lands within the designated Urban Reserve lands in the City’s northwest
quadrant (hereinafter referred to as the “study area”) to provide additional employment land supply.
These lands are currently outside of the City’s Urban Boundary and to bring them in, a Comprehensive
Review is required in accordance with the policies of the Official Plan. This study area represents the last
remaining developable area in the City that can accommodate large-scale employment area
development.
The purpose of this Report is to present a planning analysis and opinion to support the development of a
Secondary Plan for certain lands within the study area and satisfy the Provincial and local requirements
for a Comprehensive Review. This Report outlines the basis for establishing a Secondary Plan for
employment uses on certain lands within the study area in the context of Provincial Policy and the City of
Brockville’s Official Plan and Zoning By-law. Furthermore, this Report provides contextual support for an
Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment to implement the Secondary Plan.
The process of preparing a Secondary Plan within the study area satisfies both Provincial policy and the
City’s Official Plan as it relates to a Comprehensive Review. Specifically, it provides the required narrative
and rationale to support a new employment area by examining and analyzing the surrounding existing
land uses, existing natural heritage features, infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, and
transportation), and future growth and associated land need. Expansion of the City’s Urban Boundary into
the study area will be examined through the lens of a Comprehensive Review; giving rise to a preferred
land use and subsequent concept.
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2 AREA LOCATION & DESCRIPTION
The study area boundary is generally coincident with the boundaries of the City’s Urban Reserve Area
identified in the Official Plan in the northwest quadrant. This area is generally located north of Highway
401, just east of Stewart Boulevard to Kensington Parkway, south of the City’s northern municipal
boundary, and east of the City’s western municipal boundary, as seen in Exhibit 1. The study area
features the following:


Victoria and Centennial Roads traverse east-west through the northern part of the study area,
which provide direct access for a number of rural residential properties;



Parkedale Avenue traverses east-west through the southern part of the study area, providing
access for a few rural residential properties, a golf course, and adjacent municipality, the
Township of Elizabethtown-Kitley;



The City’s former waste disposal site, is bounded by the study area’s western boundary and
Parkedale Avenue to its south;



A variety of small-lot residential parcels and vacant lands ranging from under 1 ha to over 40 ha;



Trans Northern Pipeline, which bisects the lands; and



Substantial vegetation (trees/scrub).

Exhibit 1 - Study Area
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Examining the existing land uses located in proximity to the study area is a vital component in assessing
the potential effects of the proposal and to determine which lands should comprise the Secondary Plan
Area and accommodate employment uses. As such, they can be summarized as follows:


a mix of commercial/highway commercial and residential uses, fronting on Stewart Boulevard;



an existing employment area/uses in the Western Industrial Park, immediately south of Highway
401;



a number of highway commercial uses in proximity to the Stewart Boulevard and Highway 401
interchange



established residential uses along, and in proximity to, Kensington Parkway;



a number of existing rural residential properties immediately north of the study area, along
Centennial Road; and



the Township of Elizabethtown-Kitley within the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, to the
west of the City of Brockville boundary.

The study area benefits from proximity and convenient access to Highway 401, a key provincial
transportation corridor that connects Brockville to much of the Province and to border crossings linking
Eastern Ontario with New York State and the eastern US. Certain lands within the study area also have
direct frontage on Stewart Boulevard, Centennial Road, and Parkedale Avenue, which are important
arterial roads providing convenient access to surrounding municipalities and to Highway 401. The study
area also has access to municipal water and sewer at the eastern edge at the termination of Laurier
Boulevard, immediately west of Stewart Boulevard.
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3 PLANNING CONTEXT
Land use planning in City of Brockville is guided by a number of Provincial and Municipal documents.
These documents include the Planning Act, the Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 and the Brockville
Official Plan and Zoning By-law. These documents, as they relate to the study area, will be examined
and discussed in the following subsections.

3.1 Planning Act
The Planning Act provides the authority for establishing a land use planning framework in Ontario.
Section 2 of the Act identifies 18 matters of Provincial interest that municipal councils “shall have regard
to” when carrying out their responsibilities under the Act; of note is the provision of adequate employment
opportunities. The Planning Act defines “areas of employment” as designated land within an official plan
intended to protect and support clusters of business and economic uses including manufacturing,
warehousing, office, retail associated with an employment uses and ancillary uses.

3.2 Provincial Policy Statement, 2014
The 2014 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS), issued under Section 3 of the Planning Act, establishes
provincial direction in regards to planning matters including building strong healthy communities, the wise
use and management of resources and protecting public health and safety. Section 3 of the Act also
requires that municipal planning decisions shall be consistent with the PPS. As detailed in the ELR, the
PPS requires municipalities to ensure that sufficient land, particularly in appropriately serviced settlement
areas, is made available to meet projected needs. Other broad policy directions contained in the PPS that
the Secondary Planning process will need to consider include:


Promoting efficient and cost-effective development and growth patterns



Providing sufficient land and infrastructure to accommodate anticipated growth;



Supporting an appropriate range of employment opportunities;



Minimizing land consumption and servicing costs;



Avoiding the creation of environmental and health and safety issues; and



Protecting natural features and resources for the long-term.

Key sections of the PPS, relevant to the establishment of a Secondary Plan for Brockville’s urban
reserve, relate to settlement areas, employment areas, and comprehensive review policies.

3.2.1 Settlement Areas
The PPS defines settlement areas as urban or rural areas within a municipality where development is
concentrated and a mix of land uses are provided. In the City of Brockville Official Plan, the settlement
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area is defined as the urban area. The PPS further states that growth and development are to be focused
within settlement areas, where opportunities for intensification and redevelopment should be
accommodated. Such growth is required to be based on densities and a mix of land uses which efficiently
use land and infrastructure, promote energy efficiency while minimizing negative impacts to air quality
and climate change, support active transportation and transit (where it is existing, planned or may be
developed), and are freight-supportive.
Consideration of settlement area expansions may only occur at the time of a comprehensive review and
need to demonstrate that sufficient opportunities for intensification and redevelopment are not available
within the existing settlement area and necessary or planned infrastructure and public services can be
provided in a financially viable manner and protect public health and safety and the natural environment
(Section 1.1.3.8).

3.2.2 Employment Areas
Section 1.3 of the PPS requires that planning authorities “promote economic development and
competitiveness by:
a) Providing for an appropriate mix and range of employment and institutional uses to meet longterm needs;
b) Providing opportunities for a diversified economic base, including maintaining a range and choice
of suitable sites for employment uses which support a wide range of economic activities and
ancillary uses, and take into account the needs of existing and future businesses;
c) Encouraging compact, mixed-use development that incorporates compatible employment uses to
support livable and resilient communities; and
d) Ensuring the necessary infrastructure is provided to support current and projected needs.”
(Section 1.3.1)
These considerations help to ensure that municipalities are well prepared to meet the demand for
employment areas throughout the planning horizon of the official plan. Most critically, employment areas
are to be protected from absorption by other non-employment land uses, particularly in proximity to major
goods movement facilities and corridors. Consideration of the conversion of lands within employment
areas to other land uses is therefore also restricted through a comprehensive review (Section 1.3.2.2). In
addition to land supply considerations, municipalities are also required to ensure that necessary
infrastructure is, or will be made, available to support current and projected growth needs. It is noted,
however, that employment areas can be protected for the long term, beyond the 20-year planning
horizon, provided that lands are not designated beyond the planning horizon.
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3.2.3 Comprehensive Review
In regards to settlement area expansions and the conversion of employment lands, the PPS defines a
comprehensive review as an official plan review or amendment initiated by the planning authority, which:
1. Is based on a review of population and employment projections; considers alternative directions
for growth or development; and determines how best to accommodate the development while
protecting provincial interests;
2. Utilizes opportunities to accommodate projected growth or development through intensification
and redevelopment; and considers physical constraints to accommodating the proposed
development within existing settlement area boundaries;
3. Is integrated with planning for infrastructure and public service facilities, and considers financial
viability over the life cycle of these assets, which may be demonstrated through asset
management planning;
4. Confirms sufficient water quality, quantity and assimilative capacity of receiving water are
available to accommodate the proposed development;
5. Confirms that sewage and water services can be provided; and
6. Considers cross-jurisdictional issues.
It is noted that item 1 from the aforementioned list of considerations is primarily addressed by the ELR,
whereas this report addresses items 2 through 6, where applicable. It is furthermore noted that the PPS
definition for comprehensive review establishes that the level of detail of the assessment should
correspond with the complexity and scale of the settlement boundary or development proposal.

3.3 City of Brockville Official Plan
The City’s Official Plan establishes how lands are to be used and growth is to be accommodated over a
20 year period. In particular, the Plan identifies requirements for the preparation and consideration of
initiatives to expand the City’s Urban Area, undertake Secondary Plans, and create new Employment
Areas. It also establishes policy requirements with respect to conserving Natural Heritage Features and
their Functions and minimizing impacts on the Environment.
The Plan also identifies policies for lands outside of the Urban Boundary, designated as “Urban Reserve
Area”. At least a portion of these lands were anticipated to accommodate employment uses. Additional
details regarding this designation are provided in Section 3.3.2. The balance of this section provides an
overview of the present status of the study area lands with respect to Official Plan policies and highlights
the relevance of specific Official Plan process requirements regarding the proposed Urban Area
expansion and subsequent Secondary Plan.
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3.3.1 Study Area Status & Context
As shown in Exhibit 2, the study area contains a number of existing land use designations. It is also noted
that a Future Employment overlay designation applies to lands located along Highway 401 in the
southern portion of the study area. Contextually, the study area is bounded:


To the north by the City limit shared with the Township of Elizabethtown-Kitley. Lands in the
Township are designated Commercial and Rural.



To the east by lands designated Parks and Open Space, Neighbourhood Area, Commercial
Corridor and Mixed Use and Commercial Area;



To the south by Highway 401 and lands designated Employment Area and Parks and Open
Space area as well as a mixed use node located at the interchange of Highway 401 and Steward
Boulevard; and,



To the west by the City limit shared with Elizabethtown-Kitley. Lands adjacent to the subject land
in Elizabethtown-Kitley are designated Mineral Resource with the northern portion designated
Rural.

Land use designations within the Study Area include: Urban Reserve; and in various locations along
Stewart Blvd., Commercial Corridor; Neighbourhood Area; Institutional; and Mixed Use and Commercial
Area.
Key physical considerations shown in Exhibit 3 include:


a former waste disposal site and its associated 500 metre overlay buffer;



a large portion of the study area being occupied by significant woodlands;



a watercourse that traverses the study area in proximity to the closed waste disposal site and
forms a part of the Cataraqui Region Conservation Authority Screening Area; and



a golf course along Highway 401 at the south end of the study area, which is identified as a
private recreational area.

3.3.2 Urban Reserve Area – Section 3.2.7 and 4.10 of the Official Plan
The Urban Reserve Area designation was established in the Official Plan to protect a supply of
undeveloped lands outside of the City’s urban area intended to accommodate future development outside
of the intended Planning Horizon. While existing uses are permitted to continue, land division and other
development that may prevent the expansion of urban land uses are prohibited. By establishing lands to
be reserved for future growth through the establishment of an Urban Reserve, development can be
focused into logical areas, ensuring effective servicing and linkages to the existing City structure.
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Permitted uses within this designation are limited to existing and compatible rural uses, agriculture-related
uses and parks and open space uses (OP Section 4.10). Development within the Urban Reserve Area
must protect for future residential, employment, commercial, institutional and community related uses,
parks and open spaces.
The Official Plan indicates that to redesignate lands within the Urban Reserve Area, the lands need to be
brought into the City’s urban boundary. To accomplish this, a Secondary Plan and an Official Plan
Amendment, including associated planning studies, are required to be completed. Furthermore, land can
only be brought into the urban area and made available for development through a comprehensive review
(Section 3.2.7) as discussed further in Section 3.3.3 of this report.

Exhibit 2 - City Structure
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Exhibit 3 - Natural Heritage System, Open Space & Constraints

3.3.3 Secondary Plan Policies – Section 6.4.1.1 of the Official Plan
A Secondary Plan is a tool that the Official Plan enables to guide the establishment of land uses and
orderly development in more specific areas and methods than through a typical Official Plan Review.
Implementation of a Secondary Plan involves the preparation and approval of an Official Plan and Zoning
By-law Amendment.
Brockville’s Official Plan specifically requires that a Secondary Plan be prepared and implemented in
order to permit the redesignation and subsequent development of lands in the Urban Reserve Area. In
addition to taking into account future land uses, the Official Plan requires that the Secondary Planning
process consider potential effects on existing land uses within the defined study area boundary.
Section 6.4.1.1 of the Official Plan identifies a number of requirements that a Secondary Plan shall
include:


A statement of the basis or rationale for the preparation of the secondary plan;



A description of the area under study and the role and relationship of the area to the City as a
whole;
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A description of the current land use, ownership, built and natural environment and infrastructure
in the area;



A statement of the desired land use arrangement for the area;



Goals and objectives appropriate for the area including how they are in keeping with the overall
goals and objectives of the Official Plan; and



A concept plan showing:
o

Land use;

o

Public facilities;

o

Transportation network;

o

Municipal services;

o

Cultural, built and natural heritage features,

o

Phase of development and infrastructure;

o

Policies to achieve the goals and objectives; and,

o

Implementation measures.

This Report represents the supporting studies needed to provide the necessary background to support
the Secondary Plan; the additional studies required are summarized in Section 4 of this report with
complete versions found in the appendices.

3.3.4 Urban Area Expansion Policies – Section 3.2.3 of the Official Plan
The Urban Area is intended to be the focus of growth through development, infilling on existing lots, and
intensification. All development in this area must be accommodated on full municipal services and have
year-round access to appropriate transportation infrastructure. All designations within the City of
Brockville, with the exception of the Urban Reserve Area, are considered a part of the Urban Area.
During the preparation of the City’s Official Plan, the growth projections concluded that the Urban Area
had sufficient land to accommodate the City’s anticipated growth to 2031. However, a more recent growth
analysis undertaken as part of the City’s 2015 Employment Lands Review indicated that components of
the City’s employment land supply (i.e. large lot supply) was being exhausted at rates faster than
anticipated during the Official Plan Review. A comprehensive review (Section 3.2.3.4) is therefore
required to address urban area expansion options related to bringing additional large-lot supply online.
This review, which is consistent with the requirements of the PPS, requires the City to demonstrate that:
i.

there are not sufficient opportunities for growth within the urban area;

ii.

opportunities for intensification within the urban area have been considered;

iii.

the amount of land considered in the expansion is justified;
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iv.

the expansion is a logical extension of the urban area and will be serviced by full municipal
services;

v.

the land is physically suitable for expansion when considering hazard lands and natural
heritage;

vi.

the transportation network can accommodate the expansion;

vii.

there are suitable community and public facilities available;

viii.

phasing, financing and construction of the expansion have been considered;

ix.

impacts to cultural heritage have been considered, and;

x.

cross-jurisdictional issues have been addressed.

These considerations will be examined in subsequent sections of this report.

3.3.5 Employment Areas Policies – Section 3.2.5 of the Official Plan
Employment Areas are the focus for employment growth and permit a variety of uses including
manufacturing, logistics operations, warehousing, distribution, offices and related industrial and business
park uses. These areas are protected specifically for such uses and do not permit institutional or
commercial uses as conversion to other uses from employment is discouraged. In addition to protective
policies, which apply to the City’s existing Employment Areas, the Urban Reserve Designation in the
Official Plan also applies to Future Employment Areas that have been identified to protect land for
Employment Areas needed beyond the 20-year planning horizon. These lands are identified along the
Highway 401 corridor as the proximity to major goods movement facilities and corridors is encouraged in
the Official Plan.
The purpose of Employment Areas is to promote economic development and competitiveness by
providing a range and mix of employment uses and maintaining a range of suitable sites for development.
Employment Areas are to be on full municipal services with appropriate transportation infrastructure and
protecting natural heritage features. Traffic generated by Employment Areas should be directed to arterial
roads and kept away from local residential streets (Section 3.2.5.5).
Expansions to the boundaries of Employment Areas may only be considered at the time of a
comprehensive review, which is outlined in Section 3.3.4 of this report. It is noted that the requirements
for an expansion of an Employment Area boundary are very similar to those required for an expansion to
an urban area; however, an Employment Area expansion must also consider issues of incompatibility with
sensitive land uses as well as increased traffic volumes.
Development within Employment Areas must also comply with appropriate separation distances from
sensitive land uses or transportation routes and that for Employment Areas that front on to Highway 401
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or arterial roads, uses should be limited to prestige employment and open storage should be screened
from these transportation routes. Development within an Employment Area must also consider adequate
off-street parking, landscaping, and screening.

3.3.6 Natural Heritage Features and Functions Policies – Section 3.6.5 of the
Official Plan
Natural Heritage Features are important assets that have been identified in the Official Plan. As stated
previously, a large portion of the study area is occupied by significant woodlands. “Significant woodlands
are areas which are ecologically important in terms of species composition, age of trees and stand
history” (Section 3.6.5.24). Significant woodlands provide both environmental and economic benefits for
private and public members of the community. In addition, it is noted that while there are benefits to the
community in protecting significant woodlands, one of their primary purposes is to provide a habitat for
wildlife, including Significant Habitat of Endangered Species and Threatened Species. Prior to
development occurring within significant woodlands or within a 120 metre area of influence around
significant woodlands, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must be completed and development
may only proceed if it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on natural features or
ecological functions. The City, Cataraqui Region Conservation Authority and the Ministry of Natural
Resources must be satisfied that no negative impacts will occur.
This requirement for an EIS has been addressed in Section 4.2 of this Report.

3.3.7 Human-Made Hazards Policies – Section 3.7.2 of the Official Plan
The Official Plan acknowledges that the historic use of land in the City has resulted in the potential for
some land to be contaminated as a result of previous activities. These sites, namely the City’s closed
waste disposal site, represent a potential hazard to human health, ecological health and the natural
environment. However, these lands also represent opportunities for potential redevelopment and
reintegration into the community, if they are properly remediated to accommodate a new use.
The closed waste disposal site can be seen on Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3; a new waste disposal site is not
contemplated within the City. Any development to occur within the 500 metres buffer surrounding the
closed waste disposal site must prepare a study, which meets the requirements of the Ministry of the
Environment and Climate Change guidelines, and examines mitigation measures for land uses near the
waste disposal site. Development occurring within 25 years of the closure of the site, being December 31,
2000, must receive approval from the Ministry.
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The City is currently undertaking work and holding discussions with the Ministry to reduce the buffer
surrounding the closed waste disposal site. This is explained and explored further in this report.

3.3.8 Holding Provisions Policies – Section 6.4.2.1 of the Official Plan
A Holding Zone is a tool used in accordance with the provisions of the Planning Act, Official Plan, and
Zoning By-law for those lands that are considered premature or inappropriate for development until such
time that the proponent has met certain conditions or requirements.
The Official Plan identifies a number of provisions in which a holding zone may be used and the process
to have the holding zone lifted once the certain conditions or requirements have been met. According to
the Plan, the provisions in which a holding zone may be used include, but are not limited to, the following:


the timing of the provision of municipal services;



the phasing and logical progression of development;



the provision of adequate service or road infrastructure and works;



the required land assembly;



the installation of noise attenuation measures, where required;



the completion and confirmation that environmental contamination remediation has occurred on
site, or that satisfactory verification of suitable environmental site condition is received by the City;



the completion of the appropriate supporting study(ies) to the satisfaction of the City, in
consultation with other agencies, as required;



confirmation that the requisite permits and approvals from external authorities have been
received;



the completion of a development or the subdivision of land, including the negotiation of a
development or subdivision agreement;



that site plan approval has been granted by the City, and a site plan agreement has been entered
into, pursuant to the provisions of the Planning Act;



that the specific policies of this Plan have been complied with; and/or



additional actions or requirements may be identified in the Official Plan through a site-specific or
general amendment, at the discretion of the City.

A Holding Zone is one of the tools identified in the Official Plan that would allow potential employment
lands to be designated and zoned to permit certain uses while controlling the phasing of certain lands.
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3.4 City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014
The Zoning By-law is the City’s primary regulatory tool for implementing Official Plan policies. It contains
provisions that regulate the use of land and the size, height, density and location of buildings on those
lands within the City.
In the City’s Zoning By-law 050-2014, lands within the study area are zoned to accommodate a variety of
land uses, depending on their location. As depicted on Exhibits 4 and 5, lands in proximity to Stewart
Boulevard and the intersection of Parkedale Ave and Stewart Boulevard are zoned to accommodate
“Commercial and Mixed Uses” and “Highway Commercial” uses, with two parcels being zoned for
Institutional use.
As indicated in previous sections, to accommodate Employment uses in the study area, a change in land
use is required. Therefore, a rezoning will be necessary to permit employment uses. The results of any
additional studies may also be implemented into the implementing Zoning Amendment. This is discussed
further.

Exhibit 4 - City of Brockville Zoning By-law Schedule "A" Map 13
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Exhibit 5 - City of Brockville Zoning By-law Schedule "A" Map 16
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4 SUMMARY OF SUPPORTING STUDIES
In order to facilitate the Secondary Plan for the study area, a number of supporting studies were
completed. However, to ensure that the supporting studies were adequately scoped, a preliminary
analysis was undertaken to determine which lands may be suited for employment uses including, but not
limited to, the following:


Proximity of existing City services;



Proximity of the City’s existing road network;



Amount of land identified in the Employment Land Review undertaken in Phase 1 of this Project;



Initial identification of constraints based on the Official Plan; and



Proximity of existing sensitive land uses.

Once this preliminary analysis was undertaken, this information was incorporated into the supporting
studies and the boundary, as shown in Exhibit 1, was reduced. The following is a summary of each of the
supporting studies; however, the detailed reports can be found in the Appendices.

4.1 Employment Land Review
MMM Group Limited, in association with Strategic Projections Inc., completed the Employment Land
Review for the City of Brockville in June 2015. The study concluded that the total serviced supply could
be exhausted prior to 2021 as emerging developments in the City’s Employment Areas are trending
towards more land extensive businesses, requiring lots that are over 4 ha. In this respect, given the
demand for large lots, the City’s supply may be exhausted prior to 2031, with the serviced parcels
exhausted as early as 2016.
The strategic directions of the study are as follows:


Expedited Servicing of Remaining Designated Large Lots - One unserviced large parcel
remains within the Broome Business Park that, if serviced, could accommodate the development
of low density, land extensive employment uses. It may be cost effective and strategically
desirable to extend municipal services to this large lot as an interim action until more large lot
supply can be brought online.



Planning Study for Future Employment Area / Urban Reserve Area in Northwest Quadrant There are only two remaining areas that could accommodate large-lot employment area
development in the City including the Future Employment Area reserve and the Urban Reserve
Area in the northwest quadrant. Based on a preliminary review of both areas against the City’s
Official Plan and input received from the City, the most appropriate candidate is the northwest
quadrant given its ability to accommodate larger lots, ability to be easily serviced, its topography,
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and its access to the necessary transportation infrastructure. However, should the lands within
the northwest quadrant be considered for future development, additional planning studies will be
required, including an analysis to confirm feasibility of lands in the northwest quadrant for this
purpose, followed by a Secondary Plan process, which would include a phasing and
implementation program.


Economic Impact Study to Accommodate Proposed Land Extensive Developments - The
City does not have designated employment lands available to accommodate proposed
developments that require large parcels of land. Should these projects advance, it is
recommended that the City undertake an Economic Impact Study that would:
a) Redefine the overall baseline residential and non-residential land needs in the City;
b) Identify the spin-off economic benefits; and
c) Redefine the City’s needs for community and neighbourhood services.

The complete version of the Employment Lands Review Report may be found in Appendix A to this
Report.

4.2 Environmental Impact Statement
In accordance with Section 3.6.5 of the Official Plan, which requires the preparation of an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) prior to development occurring within significant woodlands or within a 120 metre
area of influence around significant woodlands, an EIS was prepared by Golder Associates. The Report
assessed the potential natural heritage features that may be associated with the scoped study area to
determine development constraints and opportunities. These features may include, but are not limited to,
Species at Risk (SAR), significant plant communities, significant wildlife habitat, and surface water
features and aquatic habitat. The process to determine natural heritage features on Site was based on
desktop background data review followed by site reconnaissance and field surveys..
The proposed development has been assessed for potential environmental impacts under the Provincial
Policy Statement, and other policies and regulations, including the City of Brockville Official Plan, as well
as the Endangered Species Act.
Based on these analyses, it is expected that there will be no negative impacts to the significant natural
features and functions on the Site or in the adjacent lands. These conclusions are based on the following
recommendations:


Maintain the development envelope shown on Exhibit 6;



Establish and protect all setbacks as shown on Exhibit 6;
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Refrain from removing vegetation during the active season for breeding birds (April 15 – August
15), unless construction disturbance is preceded by a nesting survey conducted by a qualified
biologist;



Allow wildlife the opportunity to leave the construction area safely (ensure gaps in construction
boundary fencing are maintained until vegetation clearing is complete);



Create compensation habitat for shrub/early succession breeding birds on adjacent lands prior to
removal of these habitats on-site;



Undertake additional vegetation plantings as shown on Exhibit 6 at or before construction; and,



Implement mitigation as outlined below and Section 8 of the Report during the construction and
operational phases of the project:
o

Contamination and Spill Management: A response plan will be developed that will be
implemented immediately in the event of a sediment release or spill of a deleterious
substance and an emergency spill kit will be kept on-site.

o

Erosion and Sediment Control: An erosion and sediment control plan will be developed to
minimize the risk of sedimentation in surface water features.

o

Operation of Machinery: Machinery will be operated on land outside of the proposed 30
m setback to surface water features. All refueling, washing, and servicing of machinery
will be completed beyond 30 m of surface water features.

o

Permitting: A permit from the CRCA will be required prior to undertaking any works within
30 m of the surface water features, if contemplated as part of detailed design.
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Exhibit 6 – Proposed Development Concept and Constraints

Provided all mitigation measures as presented in the Report are followed, the Project, based on the
proposed preliminary design in Exhibit 6, can be constructed without significant negative impacts on the
natural environment. If a reduction of the proposed setbacks listed in the report is contemplated at the
detailed design stage, further study may be required to support permit applications to relevant agencies.
Further, detailed mitigation and monitoring plans may be required as part of permitting and approvals,
including removal of butternut trees and works in and around surface water features, if contemplated as
part of detailed design. Each of these additional requirements should be addressed as part of an EIS
Addendum at the detailed design stage, as necessary.
The complete version of the Environmental Impact Study may be found in Appendix B to this Report.

4.3 Financial Impact Assessment
One of the components of the Secodnary Plan requirements is to evaluate municipal financial risk relating
to infrastructure investments associated with the proposed Employment Area. It includes a qualitative
summary of revenue tools available to the City and an analysis of the cost and revenue factors
associated with the Secondary Plan. The conclusions of the Financial Impact Assessment may be
summarized as follows:
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Based on preliminary screening of potential revenue tools, it is recommended that the City make
use of property taxes and user fees to finance infrastructure spending, as these are the most
appropriate revenue tools, given that they are self-raised and more easily implemented.



Through an analysis of estimated revenues and expenditures associated with the Secondary
Plan, it was determined that the new Secondary Plan is unlikely to pose financial risk to the City
of Brockville, and could generate a positive fiscal outcome of approximately $11.7M under Option
1 (see Exhibit 13) and $8.2M under Option 2 (see Exhibit 14). This is due to the fairly low capital
investment necessary, and the significant increase in property tax revenue associated with build
out.



From a risk-minimization standpoint, it would be prudent for the City to undertake more detailed
market demand and financial feasibility studies prior to the implementation of each phase of the
Secondary Plan as more reliable, locally-specific and current data will be available in relation to
market absorption, infrastructure cost and revenue efficiency factors.

The complete version of the Financial Impact Assessment may be found in Appendix C to this Report.

4.4 Water, Wastewater, & Stormwater Analyses
Understanding the ability to service the study area with water and sewer services is fundamental to
expanding the City’s urban boundary into the Urban Reserve Area. The City’s Official Plan provides
specific policy guidance regarding water, wastewater, and stormwater systems. The Plan requires that all
new development be serviced by water and sewer services (Section 5.3.1.1) and that those systems
operate within their designed capacity (Section 5.3.1.2). The Plan also requires that applications
involving significant development need to ensure that runoff is controlled and mitigated on site,
addressing potential adverse impacts downstream from a quantity and quality perspective (Section
5.3.5.1).
The City’s Water Systems Division of the Environmental Services Department operates and maintains the
Water Treatment Plant as well as the reservoirs and booster pumping stations throughout the City. The
Water Distribution Section of the Public Works Division operates and maintains the water distribution
system (pipes, valves, hydrants, etc.).
The City has one Water Treatment Plant (WTP) which is located at 20 Rivers Avenue and draws water
from the St. Lawrence River. The WTP is a Class III treatment plant with a maximum capacity of 36.4
ML/d of treated drinking water for distribution. The WTP is a conventional, direct filtration purification plant
which serves the entire City of Brockville (22,000 persons) as well as a portion of the Township of
Elizabethtown-Kitley (350 persons). The City’s water distribution system is shown in Exhibit 7.
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Exhibit 7 – City of Brockville Water Distribution System

Based on the 2014 data provided by the City, the WTP operated at only 29% of its design capacity
(36,400 m3/day), treating an average of 10,473 m3/day. In addition to the WTP data provided, the City has
indicated that there continues to be significant capacity available to accommodate new development,
including establishing a new Employment Area in the Northwest Quadrant of the City. From the
standpoint of water distribution, there is currently a 300 mm diameter watermain located on Stewart
Boulevard at the termination of Laurier Boulevard, at the edge of the study area. Based on input from the
City, this watermain is adequately sized to meet the proposed demand in a new Employment Area and
can be easily extended to the study area.
The City’s Water Pollution Control Centre (WPCC) is located just east of the City limits in the Township of
Elizabethtown-Kitley. The associated wastewater systems are shown in Exhibit 8. In 2014, the WPCC
operated at 76% of its design capacity (21,800 m3/day), treating an average of 16,533 m3/day. Currently,
there is a 375 mm diameter sanitary sewer line on the eastern boundary of the Study area located along
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Stewart Boulevard at the termination of Laurier Boulevard, approximately 150 metres from the study area.

Exhibit 8 – City of Brockville Sanitary Sewer System

This sanitary sewer line along Stewart Boulevard flows to a downstream pumping station located at the
intersection of Chelsea Street and Stewart Boulevard. The pumping station has a design capacity of
approximately 6,000 m3/day and as of 2014, operates at 5% of its capacity (300 m3/day). In discussions
with the City, Employment Areas currently within the City do not generate significant amounts of
wastewater due to the nature and type of the uses. As a result, it is reasonable to assume that the type
of uses proposed in the new Employment Area in the study area will generate low amounts of
wastewater, and can be treated within the City’s existing WPCC capacity. Furthermore, the wastewater
system in this area is adequately sized to meet the proposed demand from a new Employment Area and
can be easily extended to the boundaries of the study area.
The City’s existing stormwater system is divided into six sections as shown in Exhibit 9. As noted in the
existing Official Plan, the lands north of Highway 401 (with the exception of the industrial development
east of California Avenue) are within the drainage area of the existing stormwater detention basin located
north of the Memorial Centre, between Millwood Avenue and the CPR rail line. The purpose of the
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detention basin is to provide flood control for Buells Creek, which mitigates any adverse effects on the
downstream reaches of Buells Creek and Butlers Creek.

Exhibit 9 – City of Brockville Storm Drainage System

Development of the lands north of Highway 401 has occurred more recently than the lands to the south,
and as such, the storm sewer systems have been designed in accordance with contemporary standards,
in a planned manner.
With respect to the lands north of the Highway 401 corridor, the storm sewer systems (including
stormwater management facilities) must continue to be designed in accordance with current City
requirements as well as the Provincial/CRCA Stormwater Planning and Design Manual criteria in a
planned manner. Furthermore, the City has indicated that it intends to require individual employment uses
to manage any stormwater on site to ensure there are no post-flow issues in the system. As a result, any
on-site stormwater retention will be reviewed and approved by the City on an individual basis through the
Site Plan review process.
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In summary, the City has capacity within its water and wastewater systems to accommodate anticipated
development within the study area. Furthermore, the location of these services is at the termination of
Laurier Boulevard, which the City intends to extend prior to development being approved. Lastly, the City
will require that all stormwater be managed on site to ensure that there are no impacts on the system
from a quality and quantity perspective. As a result, it is reasonable to suggest that it is within the City’s
means to service new development in the study area.

4.5 Traffic Impact Analysis
BT Engineering was retained by the City of Brockville to complete a Transportation Impact Assessment
(TIA) in the study area, shown in Exhibit 10, based on the establishment of an Employment Area within
the City’s Urban Reserve Area and earlier concepts indicating location and size of developable parcels.

Exhibit 10 – TIA Study Area

Overall, the existing roadway network within the study area operates at a reasonable level of service;
however, opportunities exist to optimize the traffic operations. As development of the proposed Light
Industrial / Business Park proceeds, which will increase traffic demands, it is recommended that:
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Traffic signal timing modifications at the intersection of Stewart Boulevard and Jefferson Drive
ultimately include the provision of a northbound left turn phase.



A northbound left turn phase also be implemented at the intersection of Stewart Boulevard and
Laurier Avenue during the am peak period with Phase 1 of the planned development.



Protection be made for the future provision and installation of left turn lanes on Stewart Blvd at
the intersection with Laurier Blvd. to improve traffic operations and safety.

BT Engineering also studied the Stewart Boulevard/Highway 401 interchange to determine if it could
accommodate long combination vehicles (LCVs) to serve the City’s existing Broome Business Park and
potential uses within the proposed Business/Industrial Park. BT Engineering determined that
accommodating LCVs is possible provided the following improvements are undertaken:


Provision of a channelized right turn lane onto northbound Stewart Boulevard at the North Ramp
Terminal. Channelizing the right turn movement coming off westbound Highway 401 would have
some property impacts but it would allow the right turn radius to be increased so that LCVs could
be accommodated.



Adjusting the location of the southbound stop bar on Stewart Boulevard at the South Ramp
Terminal would enable LCVs, exiting eastbound Highway 401, to complete the left turn movement
onto northbound Stewart Boulevard without conflicting with southbound traffic.



The wheel tracking of LCVs on the ramps’ existing paved shoulders may require reconstruction of
the existing shoulders of the North – West, East – North/South and West – North/South ramps
unless the existing ramps were constructed with full depth asphalt.

It was also determined that access to eastbound Highway 401 cannot accommodate LCVs without the
construction of the Long Range Plan for the interchange. This would involve replacing the N-E inner loop
ramp with a diamond interchange configuration. That requires replacement of the existing Stewart
Boulevard structure to provide a southbound left turn lane onto a new N-E ramp since widening the
existing structure, which is nearing the end of its service life, appears to be impractical.
The movement of LCV’s through the interchange should be re-examined as part of the preliminary and
detailed design of any long term interchange improvements. It appears that some minor adjustments to
the preliminary ramp geometry may be required if LCV’s are to be accommodated.
If reconstruction of the ramp shoulders, as an interim improvement, is proposed to accommodate some
LCV movements, consideration should be given to implementing the short-term operational
improvements to the Highway 401 exit ramps as identified in the previous Highway 401 Interchange
Study.
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The complete version of the Traffic Impact Analysis, along with the Technical Memorandum Regarding
Highway 401 and Stewart Boulevard Interchange, may be found in Appendices D-1 and D-2 respectively
to this Report.

4.6 Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment
The Archaeologists Inc. was contracted by the City of Brockville to conduct a Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment of the study area. The subject property is situated within the city boundaries in the northern
part of the city, just west of Stewart Blvd/Hwy #29 and east of the former municipal landfill site.
In advance of the Stage 2 assessment, a Stage 1 background study of the subject property was
conducted in order to document the archaeological and land use history and present condition of the site.
During the background analysis, several sources were referenced to determine if features or
characteristics that may identify the potential for pre-contact and post-contact archaeological resources to
exist.
A Stage 1 background study of the subject property was conducted to provide information about the
property’s geography, history, previous archaeological fieldwork and current land condition in order to
evaluate and document the property’s archaeological potential and to recommend appropriate strategies
for Stage 2 survey. The Stage 1 background study concluded that the property exhibits archaeological
potential due to the following onsite characteristics:


The 1878 Historical Atlas of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, Ontario, indicates that
the subject property lies adjacent to two historic transportation routes, i.e. Stewart Blvd.



The 1878 Historical Atlas of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, Ontario, indicates that
there are five structures depicted within the lots associated with the subject property although
none appear to be directly within the subject property.



An existing watercourse runs through the subject property.

A Stage 2 property assessment was conducted to document all archaeological resources on the property,
to determine whether the property contains archaeological resources requiring further assessment, and to
recommend next steps. In accordance with the 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists, and the characteristics of the property, it was determined that the Stage 2 survey be
conducted by test pit survey. As a result of the Stage 2 property assessment and analysis of the test pit
survey, it can be concluded that there are no archaeological resources within the subject property. The
report recommends that no further archaeological assessment of the property is required to permit
development of the Employment Area.
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The complete version of the Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment may be found in Appendix E to this
Report.

4.7 Land Use Within 500M of Landfill Site
The Brockville Landfill is located on Part of Lot 17, Concession 2 (see Exhibit 11). The Brockville Landfill
was in operation from about 1964 until it closed on December 31, 2000. The total area of the Brockville
Landfill Site is approximately 41.86 hectares, including a 14.18 hectares of fill.

Exhibit 11 – Closed Waste Disposal Site

Based on the review of existing information pertaining to the closed Brockville Landfill Site and associated
understanding of the proposed land development to the north and east of the landfill (municipally serviced
industrial or light industrial), adverse effects from the closed landfill site are not anticipated. Therefore, in
accordance with MOECC Guideline D-4, industrial or light industrial land use within 500 metres of the fill
area is considered appropriate.
Considering that the nearest off-site location within the proposed development area is approximately 40
metres from the fill area, specification of a 30 metre buffer from the fill area, for the purpose of restricting
land use (in accordance with MOECC Guideline D-4), is not required. An amendment to the City of
Brockville Landfill Site ECA, to exclude the area of the former sludge lagoons from the landfill Site, will be
required in order to develop this portion of the lands.
The complete version of the Land Use Within 500M of Landfill Site Report may be found in Appendix F to
this Report.
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5 SECONDARY PLAN CONCEPT
The intent of this Report is to study the feasibility of establishing a new Employment Area on certain lands
within the study area. Under the current Official Plan, uses that would be proposed within an Employment
Area are not currently permitted. To permit these uses, the Official Plan requires the preparation of a
detailed Secondary Plan that identifies an area boundary, and assesses how land within the area may be
used, how it may be accessed and serviced, and what potential impacts may arise from establishing the
Employment Area.
As noted in Section 2 of this report, an overall study area boundary was established to determine which
lands are appropriate for employment uses. As discussed previously, the overall study area is generally
coincident with the boundaries of the City’s Urban Reserve Area identified in the Official Plan, located
north of Highway 401, just east of Stewart Boulevard to Kensington Parkway, south of the City’s northern
municipal boundary, and east of the City’s western municipal boundary. Once the overall study area
boundary was established, a detailed assessment was undertaken to determine the lands that are
appropriate for employment uses, further defining the Secondary Plan Area. This assessment also
included removing lands that may be considered undevelopable and excluding other lands from further
consideration for urban uses, based on the following factors:


potential impacts on, or proximity to, sensitive land uses;



environmental or other constraints;



lands representing a logical future extension of residential development; or



other intervening land uses that may redevelop over time but currently pose an impediment to
immediate development.

The results of the exclusionary analysis informed the preparation of a Secondary Plan Area, which is
significantly smaller than the overall study area identified in Section 2. To assist in understanding how
the lands within the Secondary Plan Area will be considered for employment uses, a land use concept
was prepared as depicted in Exhibit 12. The concept focuses on maximizing the development potential
for employment area uses, while minimizing the potential for land use conflicts between existing uses
(e.g. closed waste disposal site and rural residential lots) and future uses.
The land use concept maintains the “Future Employment Area” overlay identified in the Official Plan along
the Highway 401 corridor and south of Parkedale Avenue, and recognizes the location of a large existing
recreational land use (golf course). The concept also proposes to extend the “Future Employment Area”
overlay to include other lands in proximity that should be considered for future employment uses but
because of intervening land uses and issues with immediate serviceability, they could not be considered
for immediate development. Furthermore, it is also noted that the amount of land represented by the
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“Future Employment Area” and proposed extension, exceeds the City’s immediate need for employment
development. As a result, appropriate phasing of servicing and development will be required, in line with
phasing shown on Exhibit 12. Near-term employment area development will focus on vacant lands in the
Secondary Plan Area, which are generally located north of Parkedale Avenue and south of Victoria Road.
The remainder of the study area, specifically the lands located north of Victoria Road and east of Stewart
Boulevard, will remain designated as Urban Reserve until such time as a need for these lands is
confirmed through further study, as required by the City’s Official Plan. It was determined, however, that
due to the configuration of the uses identified in the Concept, a residual area of existing residential lands
remained along Parkedale Ave, east of the identified “Phase 3” lands on Exhibit 12. While these lands are
not intended for Employment Uses at this time, it is recommended that they be brought into the City’s
Urban Area to allow for a more contiguous land use structure.
The development of this Secondary Plan and concept plan reflect key policy parameters applicable to the
establishment of a new Employment Area in the City, as described in Section 3.2.5 of the City’s Official
Plan. In particular, the Plan requires that these new Employment Areas in the City:


promote a diverse economic base by maintaining a range and choice of suitable employment
sites that support a range of employment and ancillary uses;



are the focus of major concentrations of industrial-related employment growth and development
in the City, which may include manufacturing, logistics operations, warehousing, distribution,
offices and related industrial and business park uses, in addition to ancillary commercial uses
serving the Employment Area; and



do not support institutional uses or destination-oriented commercial and shopping uses, such as
Large Format Retail uses.

The Secondary Plan is intended to establish a new Employment Area designed to accommodate large-lot
employment uses. It is also the intent of the proposed Plan to permit a variety of employment uses of
varying sizes. This will ensure that a sufficient range and choice of lots exist to accommodate projected
demand while establishing an overall land use pattern that meets the goals, objectives, and policies for
Employment Areas and associated uses supported in the City’s Official Plan. The Secondary Plan
Concept designates a gross total of approximately 76 ha through five phases as identified on Exhibit 12 to
this Report.
o

Phase 1 is approximately 20 ha;

o

Phase 2 is approximately 16 ha;

o

Phase 3 is approximately 3.5 ha;

o

Phase 4 is approximately 24.7 ha; and
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o

Phase 5 is approximately 12.5 ha.

Development of the new Employment Area is intended to be phased in conjunction with initial work
occurring southwest of the intersection of Victoria Road and Stewart Boulevard, generally at the
termination of the Laurier Boulevard extension as it approaches the Secondary Plan Area, as identified on
Exhibit 12, and then extending west as additional access is needed for new development.
Phases 1 and 2 represent the largest contiguous developable area in the study area. Phase 1 has been
configured to be approximately 20 hectares as the ELR identified that the City may require up to 20
hectares of additional large lot serviced lands and is the most efficient to access and service. Phase 2
represents the balance of the contiguous developable area and a logical progression for development.
Phase 3 is an isolated and smaller parcel of land, which has direct access from Parkedale Avenue and is
close to Highway 401; however, due to the current land need and constraints related to immediate
serviceability, Phase 3 is being identified to be protected for future employment. Subsequent Phases 4
and 5 will then occur to the south along Parkedale Avenue, which have been brought into the City’s
Urban Area but remain designated as Parks and Open Space to recognize the existing use of the lands
as a golf course while continuing to protect them for future employment. It was recognized that these
lands were too large to retain as one phase and have been configured based on existing environmental
constraints, which includes a watercourse. It should be noted that the configuration of Phases 2 through
5, including any internal road networks and access, may be refined based on the rate of development and
be reconfigured based on incurring demand.
The lands identified for each phase generally avoid any significant environmental features that need to be
conserved, pursuant to the recommendations in the EIS, excluding two intermittent streams and a small
number of butternut trees. The two intermittent streams were not removed from the overall land area due
to the additional study requirements needed to determine how the intermittent streams on the Phase 1
and 2 lands may be altered or relocated, if required. The few butternut trees would need to be evaluated
further, or incorporated into the design, prior to development occurring.
The lands outside of the identified phases, generally between Phases 1 and 2 at the north and Phase 3 at
the south, have been identified as conservation lands due to the existence of important environmental
features, which were evaluated in the EIS. The significance of having these identified as conservation
lands is that they will be protected for the long term and added to the City’s Natural Heritage System,
which allows for the connection of wildlife corridors and protection of wetlands and woodlands.
In addition to the lands identified in each of the five phases, a small area of approximately 0.21 ha,
located at the termination of Chelsea St., is identified as “Employment Area” on Exhibit 12. The area is
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not currently included within the identified phases, though it could be used to round out the existing
development at the terminus of Chelsea St.
Section 4.3 of this Report outlines the likely financial implications of establishing an Employment Area in
the study area. It was concluded that, due to the proximity of infrastructure, as identified previously, the
amount of revenue that may be generated by bringing new employment uses online far outweighs the
upfront costs that would be incurred by extending municipal water and sewer services to the proposed
Employment Area.
As confirmed in Section 4.4 of this Report, municipal servicing is available adjacent to the study area.
Analyses of the existing water, wastewater, and stormwater systems indicate that there is sufficient
capacity to accommodate employment uses for the long term, without the need to upgrade the City’s
systems. It is envisioned that the area would be serviced by the water and wastewater systems that
terminate at Laurier Boulevard immediately east of the study area. To ensure there are no impacts on the
stormwater systems from a quality and quantity perspective, all stormwater is to be managed on-site.
The existing transportation network will be utilized to service the additional employment uses. Access will
be provided from Stewart Boulevard, which have the appropriate design configuration and available
capacity to accommodate the additional employment development. Smaller, internal road networks may
be established as development proceeds within the study area; however, at this time, it is premature to
configure a more detailed network given that future users may have variable needs and parcel size
requirements.
Based on the analyses of the study area and associated available land, the adequacy of the
transportation and waste/wastewater infrastructure, and complementary land uses along Stewart
Boulevard, the creation of an employment area and requisite urban area expansion represents a logical
growth strategy for the City. Furthermore, given the presence of the closed waste disposal site in the
southwest corner of the study area, and the restrictions associated with establishing sensitive land uses
in proximity to the site, the establishment of employment uses in the area, as proposed, is an appropriate
alternative. The retention of the remaining Urban Reserve within the study area also protects for future
expansion of other complementary uses at such time as a need is identified, and subject to detailed site
analysis.
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Exhibit 12 - Secondary Plan Concept

To assist in understanding how the lands may be developed over time, a Development Concept was
prepared as shown in Exhibits 13 and 14. It should be noted that this is for conceptual purposes only and
intended to show potential density and a general layout. Should the need from any Employment Area
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users require the lot configurations and internal road network to be altered, this will not require additional
study or amendments to the Official Plan.

Exhibit 13 - Development Concept – Multiple Large-Lot Users

Exhibit 14 - Development Concept – Single Large Lot User
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6 CONCLUSIONS
The City’s employment land supply was established during the last Official Plan Review based on
analysis completed in 2009. The 2015 Employment Land Review identified a need for additional large-lot
employment lands within the City of Brockville, which arose as a result of circumstances that could not
have reasonably been predicted in the 2009 analysis.
Based on the latest analysis, which utilized 2011 Census results, the existing supply of serviced large lots
within the Urban Area is unlikely to meet projected employment demand to 2031, and may be exhausted
as early as 2016. While some vacant employment lands remain available within the City’s Urban Area,
those particular parcels are not generally aligned with the needs of the local market, which are trending
towards businesses requiring serviced lots of over 4 ha in size.
The City’s ELR identified an urgent need for approximately 11 to 19 ha of additional land to be provided in
the form of serviced lots capable of accommodating large employment uses. In response to the identified
need, this Secondary Plan has been prepared for the Urban Reserve Area lands located in the City’s
northwest quadrant, with the goal of providing additional employment land supply for Brockville. The
proposed lands are currently outside of the City’s Urban Boundary and represent the last remaining
developable lands in the City that could accommodate large-scale employment area development. The
identified lands had been previously contemplated for future urban development, with the intention that
some portion thereof would accommodate some form of employment uses.
To permit the City to allow development within the Urban Reserve Area, a Comprehensive Review was
required. The results of the Comprehensive Review undertaken as part of the preparation of this
Secondary Plan found that:


with the mix of complementary uses located along Stewart Boulevard, the creation of the
employment area is a logical extension of the existing urban area with the City;



the City has the capacity for both water and sewer services to service the additional employment
lands in the study area;



the existing transportation network can support the proposed designation;



employment development in the study area will not compromise any cultural heritage resources
since a Stage 2 Assessment determined the absence of any such resources in the study area;



the Environmental Impact Study determined that provided all mitigation measures in the Report
are followed, the Project, based on the proposed preliminary design, can be constructed without
significant negative impacts on the natural environment; and
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the phasing of development would permit a large-scale employer to initially develop west of
Stewart Blvd. north of the pipeline, and allow for future development to occur south along
Parkedale Ave.

The Secondary Plan concept identifies a gross total of approximately 76 ha for development through five
phases. Phase 1 includes approximately 20 ha of land, Phase 2 includes 16 ha of land, Phase 3 includes
3.5 ha of land, Phase 4 includes 24.7 ha of land, and Phase 5 includes 12.5 ha of land. Given the variety
of potential uses that could be located within the proposed Employment Area, future development will
need to adhere to required separation distances and buffering requirements. In addition, the
implementation of appropriate mitigation measures will be required to minimize impacts on nearby
residential uses and natural heritage features and their functions. It should be noted that the
recommended phasing may be revised if a large-lot employment use were to locate on lands identified on
the Land Use Concept within the first or second phases.
The objectives and key directions of the Secondary Plan are summarized as follows:


A concept land use plan for the development of a new Employment Area on lands located in the
City’s northwest quadrant;



The proposed Employment Area will be integrated with existing street connections;



Existing uses are recognized, and recommendations are provided to ensure land use
compatibility through separation distances, as well as appropriate buffering;



Requirements for new development to be on full municipal services and to occur in a logical and
orderly manner based on the identified phasing;



Policies to direct development away from hazardous lands and sites and to require more precise
delineation of the limits of these areas and developable lands through more detailed studies
required in connection with development proposals;



The planned land use pattern will promote connectivity and integration with existing uses, guide
the future location of roads, intersections, parks and open space lands/conservation lands, and
provide for the distinction between the public realm and private lands,



Specific criteria for development will be included in the amending Official Plan policies to ensure
that:
o

development will contribute to meeting the population and/or employment growth
forecasts;

o

servicing is in place prior to development being permitted;

o

necessary transportation infrastructure has been improved, where needed, in accordance
with the Traffic Impact Study;
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o

land use compatibility and appropriate urban design requirements are adhered to
including, but not limited to:

o



building orientation;



façade and landscaping treatments;



buffering of adjacent sensitive land uses where necessary;



the location of parking areas; and



provision of sidewalks, community trails, pedestrian crossings and signage.

natural heritage features and their functions are maintained and, where possible,
enhanced.



The servicing strategy addresses the provision of municipal services for future development,
policies for phasing of development, direction for the construction, maintenance and extension of
services, and policy direction for implementing on-site stormwater management facilities.



The goals and key directions of the Secondary Plan are in keeping with, and support the goals
and objectives of, the City of Brockville Official Plan. In particular, the Secondary Plan for the
new proposed Employment Area:
o

Assists in retaining and attracting young people to ensure the City’s sustained viability
into the future, through the provision of additional lands for future employment
opportunities;

o

Assists in maintaining a strong employment base by supporting the retention and
expansion of existing employment, and providing appropriate lands to support new
employment.

o

Provides employment land with access to Highway 401, as a strategic transportation
corridor; and supports the creation of economic development opportunities associated
with the Highway 401 exposure;

o

Directs employment growth to appropriate locations that provide sufficient existing and
planned infrastructure

o

Ensures there are sufficient lands designated for employment uses within the City;

o

Prompts an investment in infrastructure to attract and support business development and
investment;

o

Is sensitive to emerging trends in the employment sector and provides land of an
attractive size to accommodate large-scale employment area development;

o

Supports the attraction of a wide range of employment uses, increasing local employment
opportunities;

o

Identify, protect and enhance the natural forms, features and functions within the City,
where possible and appropriate;
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o

Protect Provincially Significant Wetlands and significant habitat of endangered species
and threatened species by directing development and site alteration away from such
areas, by carefully evaluating the potential impacts of development on adjacent lands,
and by striving to protect areas of significant woodland, wildlife habitat and valleylands;
and

o

Ensure that the principles of environmental stewardship and protection are maintained for
public lands intended for conservation, including Community and City-wide Parks.

By completing this Secondary Plan Report, the requirements for the preparation of a Secondary Plan,
which includes the Comprehensive Review requirements, outlined in the Official Plan have been met. To
implement the Secondary Plan, an amendment to the City’s Official Plan and Zoning By-law, which
requires public consultation and consideration by Council, will be required. If approved, the amendments
will continue to be implemented in conjunction with the balance of the provisions of the Official Plan and
Zoning By-law.
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